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ABSTRACT

Background: The Western Balkan region has long struggled under extensive pressure and influence from Russia and the West. World developments have occasionally echoed tensions among nations in the region, including a prolonged EU and NATO membership process, which has increased the possibility of Russia’s influence, especially after the aggression in Ukraine. This article analyses the increase in Russia – Ukraine tensions and its direct correlation with the increase of tensions in the Western Balkans through hybrid war methods understood through Zhyhlei and Syvak’s definition: “a fragmentary and situational combination of different methods and theories of war, their integration into different spheres, especially political, religious, ideological, ethical, economic and informational.” The higher Russia’s aggression in Ukraine, the higher the pressure on Serbia to fuel tensions in the Western Balkans. This pressure comes through direct threats, media propaganda, and influence on parallel structures and financial support for CSOs, through which Russia increases its influence in the Balkans through Serbia as its closest ally. This influence strategy is particularly important for Russia to undermine the power and influence of the West and NATO in former Yugoslav states, especially those with open conflicts which serve as a global distraction from a possible power decline in Ukraine.

Methods: Through discourse and thematic analysis, this article analyses local, regional, and international media, data, and publications of international organisations, press releases of international and regional institutions, conclusions of distinguished scientists and heads of state over the current situation in the Western Balkans, and interviews with representatives of CSOs and institutions in Kosovo. The influence of Russian aggression in Ukraine, with Russia’s pressure to increase tensions in the Western Balkans, has been analysed in the framework of Western unipolar influence and Russia’s attempts to return to multipolarity.

Results and Conclusion: Among others, it is concluded that Russian influence is present in the Western Balkans and seeks to destabilise the region by activating passive conflicts from the past or opening new conflicts to defer international attention from the power decline in Ukraine, which did not produce the results that Russia had expected. This is possible through Serbia, Russia’s closest ally. The solution to prevent Russian influence and any future conflicts among Balkan states is to accelerate NATO and EU’s integration of Western Balkan countries.

1 INTRODUCTION

The U.S., EU, China, and Russia play an important role in balancing powers under the equilibrium principle in modern international relations. Throughout history, the Balkan region has been a center of attention for international actors, including empires and great powers, due to its geostrategic position and resources. As Pezarat Correira states it, the Balkan region “is pivotal between three continents, Europe, Asia and Africa (…) as a crossroad of cultures and, historically, of disputes between empires.” It is not surprising, then, that the region has become an arena of rivalry between Moscow, Brussels, and Washington as they seek influence over one another.

The Balkans have been particularly important to Russia. In addition to geopolitical factors, Russia is tied to the region through economic interests as well as historical ties with Christian
Orthodox countries in the region. The Balkan states are also at the center of Russia's foreign policy as it seeks to return to multipolarity in world affairs to oppose the Western unipolar influence, according to Stanislav Secriér. Vadim Kononenko highlights multipolarity from the war in Bosnia & Herzegovina in 1994 and the war in Kosovo in 1999 as a

"rhetorical tool of Russian diplomacy with which, in the absence of more persuasive instruments, Russia has tried to overcome a striking and painful decline of its role and status in the international system since the end of the Cold War."

As a result, any attempts to guide Balkan countries into Western institutions receive consistent pushback from Russia, including through the use of separatist and nationalist groups that Russia supports. Of particular importance is the hindrance to NATO and EU enlargement efforts, which Russia considers a threat to its interests. The unresolved conflicts in Bosnia & Herzegovina and between Kosovo and Serbia are used as leverage to maintain Russian influence in the region. Meanwhile, as Samokhalov analyses,

"Russia is more concerned about being recognized recognised among great powers than it is concerned about failing states in the Balkans."

The Kosovo period, specifically, opened the opportunity for Russia to position against the West. Putin used the Kosovo conflict to flip the West's narrative, allowing intervention in Kosovo to justify his campaign into Chechnya, propelling him from Prime Minister to President. Russia argued that NATO's use of force to resolve ethnic conflict in the former Yugoslavia allowed Russia to do the same in Chechnya. While the West rejected the narrative, Russia pushed the point by modelling information briefings on NATO. NATO's use of force in Kosovo further shaped Russian foreign policy, as evidenced in the National Security Concept approved in December 1999, which cited NATO's use of force outside its zone of responsibility without UN sanction as a threat to Russia's national security. Kosovo re-emerged as a major issue in Russia's foreign policy toward the Balkans when Kosovo declared independence in 2008. At that point, Russia said it would support Serbia's reaction and even help its interests in Kosovo. Putin would later cite the "Kosovo precedent" to justify their annexation of Crimea from Ukraine.

After the Kosovo war, Russia maintained the importance of the Balkans as a regional priority. While Russia went on to cultivate ties with the other states of the former Yugoslavia, Serbia remained its closest ally due to anti-NATO sentiments.
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The start of the war in Ukraine in February 2022\(^{17}\) was a clear statement from Moscow against NATO and EU enlargement, as they are perceived a threat to Russia's national security and global political interests.\(^{18}\) Russian political influence in the Balkans is clearly seen by Western countries. They view Russia as having a direct path through its economic cooperation with Serbia and through financial support for different political parties and civil society organizations, mainly in Serbia and Republica Srbska in Bosnia and Herzegovina.\(^{19}\)

The expansion of Western influence has been opposed by Russia's destabilising actions meant to undermine the West's state-building efforts in the Western Balkans. This has happened despite the investment of the EU and the U.S. through NATO membership of some Balkan countries,\(^{20}\) their EU integration process,\(^{21}\) as well as the economic interconnection between the Balkans and the Western world.

This article explores the increase of influence and pressure in the Western Balkans that parallels the intensity of the war in Ukraine. This largely takes place through Serbia, Russia's closest ally, demonstrated through economic and military cooperation between the two countries and through the social and historical connection that Russia and Serbia share. To analyse the present rhetoric, major articles from local, regional, and international media have been analysed, as well as press releases from global leaders and international representative missions to Kosovo. These are supplemented with interviews conducted with the Deputy Minister of Defence of Kosovo, Mr. Shemsi Syla, with Xhemajl Rexha – Chairman of the Board of the Association of Journalists of Kosovo (AGK), and Mentor Vrajolli – the Executive Director of Kosovar Centre for Security Studies (KCSS) to include different perspectives on the situation.

This article shows that open conflict between Kosovo and Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and other multi-ethnic states in the Western Balkans have been targets of Russia's destabilising intentions. Russia aims to reinstate new conflicts so that the world can ultimately shift its focus from the war in Ukraine since the conflict did not achieve the victory that Moscow had planned.

2 WHY ARE THE WESTERN BALKANS A SOLID GROUND FOR RUSSIAN POLITICAL INFLUENCE?

The vulnerability of the Balkans towards external influences originates in the ties and relations from the past, including inter-ethnic conflicts, cultural and religious proximities, and lack of cooperation between countries in the region in economic, political, or socio-cultural spheres.\(^{22}\) The struggle with significant problems, such as high-level corruption,
organised crime, high migration rates, and other phenomena, creates ground for instability and various types of crises. All of these elements open the door to the possibility of increased external influence, including Russian influence with its large potential.

Russian influence in the Balkans has been present during different intervals over history. This is particularly true given its emotional and historical connection with Serbia, further enhanced with military, political, and economic cooperation over the years. Stronski and Himes write that:

“For Russia, the Balkans have important historical, cultural, and religious ties—common ties that are actively spread, and sometimes exaggerated by, the efforts of Russian public diplomacy and media narratives.”

These narratives were spread among other countries in the Western Balkans through Russian media and news agencies, such as Sputnik and RT, but also through other means of propaganda. The ethnic composition of the Western Balkan states that emerged from the former Yugoslavia comprises another convenient element for Russian influence, especially through Serb communities, both in the states themselves and wherever they reside in the Balkans.

The dependency on Russian gas and oil further increases the Western Balkans’ economic vulnerability and the possibility for the region to fall under Russia’s political influence. Serbia has relied on convenient low prices for Russian gas, and the main Serbian oil producer, “NIS,” is owned by Russian company, Gazprom Neft. The dual alignment of Serbia is visible in its deep economic cooperation with Russia. In 2022, Serbia signed a three-year gas supply contract with Russia, however, the strong foundation of this cooperation was set between former Serbian President Tomislav Nikolic and Vladimir Putin in 2013 through “The Strategic Partnership Declaration.” Another deal that was planned to be implemented was to build the South Stream gas pipeline, which would have increased Russian influence in the region. This deal would have utilised Serbia as a route to transport Russian gas to other parts of Europe. However, it was abandoned in 2014 due to pressure from the EU.

In recent times, Serbia’s alignment alongside Russia has been most visible through Serbia’s neutrality towards Russian aggression in Ukraine, its disobedience towards the EU and U.S. requests regarding Russian sanctions, and Serbia’s obligations towards the UN Charter. Although Serbia is financially dominated by Russia through financial support of far-right political parties and groups, CSOs, and media, while staying loyal to its political actions, Serbia also receives financial support from the EU and Western countries. Between 2000
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and 2022, the EU supported Serbia’s field of transport with over 420 million EUR in grants.\(^{31}\) Additionally, the EU is the largest donor in the energy sector, with over 830 million EUR given in financial support.\(^{32}\) According to data from the Delegation of the European Union, the EU invested about 2.8 billion EUR in grants, and another 6.5 billion EUR in soft finance, during the period between 2007 and 2020.\(^{33}\)

In 2023, while Serbia continues to support Russia’s policies and actions, the EU is financing the railway, Corridor X section, through EIB Global with a value of 1.1 billion EUR. According to the European Investment Bank (EID), the EU investment grants are the largest for a single project in Serbia thus far, with a 1.1 billion EUR EIB loan and another loan of 550 million EUR from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD).\(^{34}\) According to the National Bank of Serbia, foreign direct investments were made as follows: the EU accounted for 19.2 billion EUR, 3.2 billion EUR from China, and only 2.4 billion EUR from Russia.\(^{35}\) Nevertheless, support from the EU has not influenced Serbia’s foreign policy orientation. Serbia did not enforce sanctions against Russia for its aggression in Ukraine; this political support mirrored social support for Russia as exhibited by the broader population in the form of pro-Russia/anti-NATO marches.\(^{36}\) In a time when the West seeks to isolate Russia over the escalating war in Ukraine, foreign ministers of both Russia and Serbia signed an agreement on September 22, 2022, for the coordination of foreign policies of both countries.\(^{37}\)

Nevertheless, Serbia as a state is not the only option for Russian influence in the Balkans. Loyal leaders oriented toward Russia, such as Bosnian Serb leader, Milorad Dodik, continue to be offered political, military, and financial support for efforts regarding the territorial division of Bosnia & Herzegovina.\(^{38}\) The leadership of Republika Srpska, an entity within Bosnia and Herzegovina with a predominantly Serbian population, has expressed support for Russia’s position on Ukraine and has opposed Western sanctions against Russia.\(^{39}\)

Unfortunately, Russia takes destabilising actions against Balkan countries that have aligned towards Western policies, particularly to undermine the West’s state-building efforts in the region. The Kremlin has been accused of using various means to undermine


Montenegro’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, including through disinformation campaigns, propaganda, and support for opposition groups. In 2016, a Russian-led network of military intelligence organised a coup attempt in Montenegro, obstructed elections, and facilitated an assassination plot against former Prime Minister, Milo Djukanovic, as a result of Montenegro’s decision to start the process of integration into NATO. Moscow has also sought to maintain its influence in Montenegro through economic ties. Russia is a major investor in Montenegro’s tourism industry and invests in many infrastructure projects, including a highway and power plant.

Additionally, Russia has been accused of using its influence to undermine Kosovo’s sovereignty and territorial integrity. Russia has been a strong supporter of Serbia’s position in Kosovo and has opposed Kosovo since it declared independence from Serbia in 2008. In 2021, Kosovo’s government expelled two Russian diplomats due to Moscow’s destabilising activities in Kosovo. Moscow has supported Belgrade’s efforts to block Kosovo’s membership in international organisations, such as the United Nations and Interpol, which remains a concern for Kosovo and the international community, particularly as Kosovo seeks to strengthen its position on the global stage and gain recognition as an independent state.

In North Macedonia, interethnic tensions were fueled with false narratives and confirmed attempts to obstruct the Prespa Agreement between Greece and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia to resolve the long-standing name dispute between the two countries, while continually hindering North Macedonia’s path towards EU and NATO integration. In Albania, Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov has propagated false narratives, implying that Albania has territorial appetites toward its neighbors, intending to exacerbate interethnic tensions. Finally, Russia has thoroughly blocked any substantive progress in resolving Kosovo and Serbia disputes, supporting Serbia’s position and blocking the recognition of the independence of Kosovo.

Russia’s opposition towards Western influence in former Yugoslav states is a long-standing position, particularly against NATO and EU integration, seen over the last two decades. Integration of Western Balkan countries into NATO and EU is seen as an attempt by the EU and U.S to limit Russia’s influence. The war in Ukraine was a clear signal for the EU and U.S. that their focus on the Western Balkans is far from finished, and their attempts to integrate the region need to be accelerated, as it may be the only opportunity to limit Russian influence in the region. This alarm was raised in an interview with the State Department Office of the Spokesperson for the Voice of America:
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“Russia’s war has clarified how urgent our work is to assist all the countries of the Western Balkans to fully advance democratic reforms and achieve their aspirations of integration into European and Euro-Atlantic institutions.”

Adoption of the European Union path, and reforms from the Western Balkan states, are crucial for eligibility, and according to the European Commission’s enlargement strategic document, they consider the European Integration of the Western Balkans a geostrategic investment, aiming at the integration of Serbia and Montenegro by 2025 as the preferred scenario.

While Albania, North Macedonia, and Montenegro have already become NATO members, Serbia, Kosovo (through the Serbian community, particularly in the north), and Bosnia & Herzegovina are still vulnerable to Russian influence, particularly since the start of Russian aggression in Ukraine. According to Larsen, although NATO could expand its enlargement after North Macedonia’s membership occurred, “Russia has effectively encouraged Serbia and Bosnia & Herzegovina not to pursue similar ambitions.”

Accordingly, the EU and U.S. have since intensified their pressure on Kosovo and Serbia to abandon tensions and concentrate on dialogue, which developed rapidly in the past months through frequent visits from EU and U.S. special delegates. As a result, on the 27th of February, 2023, Kosovo and Serbia reached an agreement to implement a European Union-led agreement to normalise relations, known as “the agreement on the path to normalization between Kosovo and Serbia,” regarded as the fundamental action to restrain Russia’s functional impact and control in the Balkans.

Despite efforts by the EU and the U.S. to come to an agreement, tensions remain. Serbs living in northern municipalities have quite different experiences in Kosovo than those in other areas. Those residing in the north are more resistant to Kosovo authority and maintaining ties to Serbia, while those in the south have integrated into the state in a broader extent. This was seen in a recent rule change regarding license plates. The approximately 50,000 Serbs in Northern Kosovo have largely kept Serbian plates, while the nearly 50,000 Serbs in the rest of Kosovo generally use Kosovo plates. Protests in the streets and the resignation of 576 Serb officers, ten prosecutors, a government minister, and ten members of parliament followed the dismissal of a Serb police officer in North Mitrovica after he refused to change to a Kosovo plate. This also led to the collective resignation of Kosovo Serb mayors in the north. Talks between Serbia and Kosovo have been set back by concerns over the resulting

mayoral elections in the north, which were disputed and boycotted by ethnic Serbs. Prishtina
directed the new ethnic Albanian-elected mayors to take their posts, which were met with
protest. When Serbs attempted to block the mayors from entering municipal buildings,
Kosovo Police fired tear gas to disperse the crowd. The U.S. Ambassador to Kosovo, Jeff
Hovenier, and the U.S. Secretary of State, Antony Blinken, condemned the actions taken by
the Kosovo government on Twitter, accusing them of escalating tensions, calling on Prime
Minister Kurti to “immediately halt these violent measures and refocus on the EU-facilitated
dialogue.”
Ambassador Hovenier also condemned the violent protestors when ethnic Serbs attacked the
NATO Mission in Kosovo Force (KFOR), leading to dozens of international peacekeepers
from KFOR becoming injured. According to the Kosovo Prime Minister, these protests
were fueled by Serbia and Russia altogether, “who paid ‘ultra-nationalist’ and ‘right-wing’
protesters who admire the despotic President Putin,” since Kosovo is a NATO intervention
success story, continuing to bother Serbia and Russia. In response to the violence and
injury of international soldiers, NATO Secretary-General, Jens Stoltenberg, condemned the
violence and warned that “NATO troops would take all necessary actions to maintain a safe
and secure environment for all citizens in Kosovo.” As a result, NATO will send 700 more
troops to northern Kosovo to help quell violent protests after clashes.

3 RUSSIAN INFLUENCE IN SERBIA AND ITS REFLECTED SCENARIOS IN KOSOVO

For many decades, Serbian politics have straddled the fence between Brussels and Moscow.
On the one hand, strengthening the partnership with the EU through the accession process,
while on the other hand, maintaining the strong relationship with the Kremlin. However, this
was only possible until the Russian invasion of Ukraine, which forced democratic countries
to choose a side; this situation once again revealed the deep connection between Belgrade
and Moscow. Serbia’s refusal to pose sanctions against Russia, and its lack of condemnation
of Russia’s aggression in Ukraine, represented yet another show of the strong connections
between the two states and the level of Belgrade’s loyalty towards Moscow. Serbia continues
to justify its neutral political position, further refusing to impose sanctions on the Kremlin.

At the societal level, polls show that 51% of Serbia’s citizens believe that Russia is their closest
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ally. Results of the 2022 WBSB survey in Serbia show that the EU is considered to be the third ally (18%) after China with 19%.64 Another survey conducted by the Institute for European Affairs and “NinaMedia” in March 2022 showed that 76% of the respondents considered Russia as a friend of Serbia, while only 13% supported the EU’s decision to impose sanctions against Russia.65

The invasion of Ukraine has also increased concern among EU policymakers that Moscow will use these ties with Serbia to extend their influence in the Western Balkans, which can produce instability in the region, particularly in the northern part of Kosovo as the weakest point of relations between Serbia and Kosovo.66 Seeing the rise of tension between the two states, Kosovo leadership has accused the Serbian government that it is serving as a tool for Russia’s influence in the region. Kosovo’s Prime Minister, Albin Kurti, declared that “it is in the interest of the Russian Federation to have new battlegrounds because they do not want to go back to peace,”67 while Kosovo’s president raised the concern that Moscow is using Belgrade to endanger democratic values and “by destabilising the Western Balkans, will seek to destabilise the whole of Europe.”68

In the roundtable organised by the Kosovar Centre for Security Studies (KCSS) in April 2023, the President of Kosovo, Vjosa Osmani, said that:

“Serbia, as a Russian satellite in the Western Balkans, continues to be a serious and main threat towards national security in Kosovo. The Republic of Serbia uses all its hybrid methods against the Republic of Kosovo in a synchronised manner. In the international relations field, it operates against statehood and the integration of the Republic of Kosovo’s international institutions. Meanwhile, inside the territory of Kosovo, it exploits the criminal structures in the north of Kosovo, also becoming the main obstacle for the integration of the Kosovo Serbs in north Kosovo through pressure, fear, blackmailing, and violence.”69

According to First Deputy Minister of Defense of Kosovo, Shemsi Syla:

“Russia influences all the parallel structures that are under Belgrade’s orders, which by default are under Russia’s influence as well.”70

According to President Osmani, NATO is the key factor to preserve regional peace and stability.71 As Michael Handel argues, small states must depend on their allies and the
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support that comes from international interactions with other states.\textsuperscript{72} This brings us to the concluding point, that the best way for small states to preserve their security is by creating alliances with larger and powerful states and by becoming part of international organisations and multilateral forums as they cannot protect themselves through dependence on only their military power. According to the Deputy Minister of Defense of Kosovo, even in the cases of possible threats that can arise due to global risks in the security field created after Russia's aggression in Ukraine,

"Kosovo is in full coordination with its strategic Western allies and KFOR. Together with them, Kosovo is prepared for these risks."

Moreover, the Russian invasion of Ukraine is a warning that the capacity and military power of a state continues to play a crucial role in the security of states. Thus, small states, or states with weak military power, will always either be or feel threatened by bigger and more powerful states, regardless of international law and other international mechanisms. Although Kosovo has increased budgetary investments in military purchases, according to Kosovo's Deputy Minister of Defense, "for 95% increase of investments,"\textsuperscript{74} Kosovo (as a small state) is not strong enough to face threats without the support of its allies. For this reason, membership in international organisations and the formation of alliances with other states is a strategic advantage, providing a guarantee for the safety of a weak state. One of the examples of strategic decisions on foreign policy and behaviour in the international arena is the situation in which global sanctions were imposed against Russia as a response to its military invasion of Ukraine.

According to Orhan Dragas, Director of the International Security Institute in Serbia,

"Since it invaded Ukraine, Russian pressures on Serbia have been exposed, and they aim to open a new crisis to which the West would be much more committed and thus reduce its involvement in supporting Ukraine. For Russia, it would be ideal if this new Balkan crisis would be armed and bloody, and Kosovo is the ideal place for such a thing."

Preserving peace and stability in the Balkans is far more important and difficult since Russian aggression in Ukraine has taken the form of Russian hybrid methods of war. Aggression in Ukraine pressures Serbia to increase the tensions in the north of Kosovo. Propaganda is one of the tools that "Russia, in cooperation with Serbia and Serbs of the north, are interested to maintain the tensions between the two countries,"\textsuperscript{76} according to Xhemajl Rexha, President of the Board of Association of Journalists of Kosovo, who stated that Kosovo has countered this propaganda attempt through the contribution of Ukrainian journalists in Kosovo in the form of the "Journalists in Residence – Kosovo Program," offering credible and verifiable information to the Kosovar opinion regarding the unprovoked Russian invasion.

"Ukrainian journalists in Kosovo have continually given their contribution to report the truth of Ukraine and Kosovo. Continuing their work in the media in Kyiv and cooperation with media in Kosovo, the refuged journalists through the program "Journalists in
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In addition to media, civil society organisations are another vulnerable aspect to Russian influence according to Mentor Vrajolli, Executive Director of the Kosovo Center for Security Studies, who believes that the possibility of Serbia inciting an armed conflict in Kosovo is limited because of international military presence and Serbia's inability to challenge NATO and KFOR's mandate in Kosovo. According to Vrajolli, CSOs, particularly in the north of Kosovo, who struggle for financial stability are quite vulnerable to Russian influence. The NGOs who work to attract funds and have no criteria regarding funding are vulnerable and can install destabilising exponents operated, financed, and directed by Belgrade.

According to Daniel Server,

“Russian military aggression in Ukraine has a counterpart in the Balkans where the aggression is via hybrid warfare directed from Serbia, mainly against Kosovo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, and Macedonia.”

He further emphasises that:

“If Russia succeeds in gaining territory in Ukraine, we should expect a far more aggressive effort in the Balkans. If Russia fails in Ukraine, it will fail as well in the Balkans.”

In the case of the Western Balkans, Euro-Atlantic integration is the only way to guarantee peace and prosperity. Similarly, if any of the Balkan states remain outside the EU and NATO, it would cause instability and threaten the prosperity interests of the EU and the long-term security of NATO. Kosovo leadership has raised the flag to the international community regarding Serbia's coordinated actions with Russia to shift NATO and the international community's focus from the war in Ukraine through criminal groups in northern Kosovo, which intend to destabilise the country. In February 2023, Kosovo's President, in an interview for the Telegraph, claimed that “mercenaries from Russia's notorious Wagner Group are working with Serbian paramilitaries to smuggle weapons and unmarked military uniforms into Kosovo.” As the fears about the Wagner Group's presence in the region remain, in March 2023, Kosovo designated the group as a significant transnational criminal organization. Moreover, Serbia has also used its state-direct channels to threaten Kosovo's peace. The direct threats from Serbia towards Kosovo reached a peak as the Serbian army was put on a heightened state of alert over tensions with Kosovo multiple times in recent years.

The similarity of threatening rhetoric between Serbia and Russia is reflected particularly in the declarations of Serbian Member of the Parliament (MP), Vladimir Dukanovic, that
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“Belgrade may be forced to start the denazification of the Balkans,” a phrase used by Russia to justify the Ukrainian invasion.85

4 CONCLUSIONS

The Western Balkans remains an area of interest for international actors as they seek influence over one another. As mentioned previously in this article, the Western Balkan states are also at the center of Russia’s foreign policy as it seeks to return to multipolarity in world affairs, opposing the Western unipolar influence as a tool of its diplomacy in the absence of other plausible instruments to overcome the downfall of its status and position in the international system since the Cold War. Russia has continued to use the region to push against Western influence, simultaneously using NATO’s actions in the region to justify its military campaigns and to criticise Western intervention. Additionally, Russia’s policy towards the Balkans, and in particular Serbia, reflects both Serbia’s willingness to negotiate with Russia as well as Russia’s interests in destabilising relationships with the West.

The Western Balkans are particularly vulnerable to external influence due to past ethnic conflicts, organised crime, corruption, and the need for economic cooperation. The violent history in former Yugoslavia has limited trust and cooperation, making these states a suitable environment for information disorder and propaganda, which have been used by Russia constantly in past decades. In particular, the unresolved conflict between Kosovo and Serbia has been a convenient ground for Russia due to its close ties and cooperation with Serbia.

Kosovo has become a desirable distraction from difficulties resulting from the war in Ukraine. Tensions that could be sparked in the region may further Russia’s desire to deflect international attention from a war that is not as successful as it anticipated. Meanwhile, the war in Ukraine revealed once again to the U.S., NATO, and the EU the Western Balkans’ level of fragility and how urgent the integration of these states is to protect them from Russian influence and the possible scenarios trying to destabilise the region. This importance is recognised also by the European Commission’s enlargement strategic document, which considers the integration of the Western Balkans from a geostrategic perspective. Meanwhile, through institutional and social support in Serbia, Russia has continued to maintain its interests in the region through financial support of pro-Russian political parties and civil society organisations in Serbia and other Balkan states, allowing Russia to increase its influence. While Kosovo has countered Russian propaganda concerning the war in Ukraine through the contribution of Ukrainian journalists, our findings show that Kosovo Civil Society organisations in the northern part of Kosovo are quite vulnerable to Russian influence due to their financial instability.

The war in Ukraine has had a mirroring effect in the Western Balkans. Russia, as the sole aggressor in Ukraine, has sought to destabilise the Balkans by activating passive conflicts, especially in Kosovo, aiming to shift the global attention from its possible power decline in Ukraine. Although, as previously mentioned in this article, Kosovo and the Western Balkans are considered a distraction from Russia’s weakening and downfall position in Ukraine, Daniel Server considers that the increase of Russia’s progress in Ukraine will increase its destabilising actions in the Western Balkans. Nevertheless, the recent tensions in Kosovo have testified once again to the necessity of a strong and coordinated policy from NATO and the West towards the Western Balkans. EU and NATO memberships are the best solutions

---

to decrease and prevent Russian influence and provide direct interference in the Balkans, to further prevent any future conflict among Balkan states.
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